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Condition: New. 170 x 104 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The author of the Vampire Babylon series and Only the
Good Die Young presents another ghost story. Ever wonder
what happens after you die? Well, as a ghost, Jensen Murphy
could tell you--and the truth is much stranger than anything
you could imagine. I never accomplished much when I was
alive. As an average eighties California beach bum, I, Jensen
Murphy, didn t have any direction. But since I ve joined Boo
World, I ve found a calling. Now, I m a supernatural
investigator, using my ghostly skills to spook confessions out of
bad guys. But being a paranormal PI is taking its toll. Spirits
are hounding me for justice day and night, and, now, a ghost
hunting TV show is digging up dirt on my unsavory demise that
I d rather keep buried. Worst of all, a seriously evil specter is
making my afterlife hell by hurting the people and ghosts I
care about. To stop him, I ll need assistance from a higher
power--only the price I ll have to pay for that help could be my
very...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional publication as well as the font employed was exciting to see. it was actually writtern extremely
flawlessly and helpful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dom inic Collins-- Dom inic Collins

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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